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On an enchanted island, far, far away, princess ponies can talk and play. Eight golden horseshoes

give the ponies their magic, but when the shoes go missing from the castle, only a true pony lover

can save the princesses and their home.The Special SecretIt's Harvest Day on the magical island of

Chevalia. Pippa and her Princess Pony friend Stardust head to the grasslands to help - and to

search for the missing horseshoes. Stardust decides that princesses shouldn't get their hoofs dirty

doing farm work. But is a missing horseshoe hidden in the fields?
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These are adorable books! I bought #4 (because it was about a unicorn) as a birthday gift for a 7 y/o

girl who loves to read and alsoloves unicorns. Well I couldn't get #4 by itself because it has a cute

little charm, so I bought #1 so she could get the necklace that comes with it to put the charms on. Of

course by then it was silly to buy #1 & #4, but I couldn't find anymore in town so I came to  & bought

#'s 2 & 3. So she got a stack of adorable books that came with extra presents (charms)! The mom

said she will be getting more of the books because her daughter loved them so much!

The third in the series, which our 8 year old daughter loves, offers a fun tale with simple B&W

drawings (including a map of Chevalia to give one a perspective) and, of course, a horseshoe



charm.Chevalia is a island of horses and ponies. Where magic comes from 8 special horseshoes.

When they go missing the search is on.This is an easy read for our child who's an avid reader,

enjoying everything from Wizard of Oz to Harry Potter to Dragons(Of course) to astronomy, but she

loves horses, and this story provides the best of two worlds: princesses and horses in a magical,

lighthearted setting.There's over a hundred pages, and like the other books in the series, the

drama/conflict is mild, and the horses, cute. She collects the horseshoes.

I was pleased with the shipping time but will have to answer for my granddaughter as to the value of

the book. She loves the Princess Ponies books!

Loved this video, very interesting. Watched it on History Channel and bought it for the

grandchildren.

My daughter loves this series. It has been a great introduction to chapter books for her .

7 year old loved it. The charm is crappy, but we bought it for the story anyway.

Love reading these with my daughter cute story line

My daughter and I have enjoyed reading this series.
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